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i support dell pcs in my job. dell has an oem disc which is usually bios
locked. the keys are different as you cannot usually use a dell

windows key on a non-dell disc, if you do it either will say its an
invalid key or if it does work will later say (could be a few months

later) you may have a pirate copy of windows, and then shut down
soon after.. some dell windows discs install onto a dell pc and never
ask for the key, this is because it detects the bios and knows its on a
dell. hope this helps. i have many dell and hp/compaq some fujitsu
and other oem windows discs nt4, 2000, xp, vista & 7 in 32 and 64

bit. if you want to host these as well i could make isos for you. hello, i
have a laptop with windows 7 home premium 64 bit. i have a retail
disc, but i want to activate my key on a different computer. is this

possible? because i dont have the original disc, but i want to upgrade
my laptop with the home premium 64 bit. the original disc you used

to install windows could be a retail or oem disc. if its oem then it must
be the bios locked disc. the key will work on the retail disc but may

not work on the oem disc. there are quite a few windows 7 retail
discs. a retail disc is the same as a retail license key. oem is the same

as the oem key and is the motherboard locked version. there are
retail discs for windows 8, 8.1, and 10. the key will work on those
retail discs if they are the motherboard locked version. i was just

wanting to know how to get the retail version of windows 7. but the
link you provided for "premium x86 or x64" iso is just for oem version.
i want the retail version of windows 7. could you provide me the link

of the retail version of windows 7 for 64-bit? thanks.
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hi i can not use your key either. i need
to use the key that is inside the win 7
ultimate 64bit keygen, i am sure it is a
real genuine key as i have used it for

years once you have the key install win
7 ultimate 64bit using the key and

proceed with the installation as normal
if you have any questions let me know

kind regards mark hi, i can not use your
key either. i need to use the key that is
inside the win 7 ultimate 64bit keygen,
i am sure it is a real genuine key as i
have used it for years once you have
the key install win 7 ultimate 64bit
using the key and proceed with the

installation as normal if you have any
questions let me know kind regards

mark i just wanted to say thank-you so
much for providing these.isos. i had
recently upgraded from windows 7

home to professional and in the process
made the existing resource disc non-

functional. it would say you are using a
different version of windows. i had a

system crash that resulted in windows
breaking a bit and it happened fairly
late in the evening so i couldnt really

do much if the solution involved
purchasing something locally. luckily i
found the files you have so selflessly
put up and maintained or i would be

really screwed! what is wrong with ms
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please provide your genuine customers
with means to download their

purchased product! the new site does
not work in 90% of the cases (invalid
language or contact your oem or) ms

clearly wants their customers to
download their software from untrusted
sources cause thats the only practical
way to get it. why would ms make it

difficult and why would they even need
to validate the entered product key

really whats the purpose of it they can
already check if youre legal by

checking the entered serial after
installation recover my software my ass

completely useless for 99% of the
windows users. 5ec8ef588b
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